Cash Management Solution from Triton
CashTrans is pleased to introduce a low cost, highly efficient solution for
cash-intensive businesses called VersaSafe™ from Triton.
VersaSafe™ is an intelligent high-tech vault deposit
system to track, store and balance multiple cash sales.
Retailers would rather spend less time counting money
and more time on the sales floor. CashTrans can help
them automate the cash trail and increase productivity
with the VersaSafe™. They can quickly and accurately
secure cash and dramatically reduce both internal and
external theft, while optimizing armored car carrier visits.
The VersaSafe™ can pay for itself quickly through these efficiencies and
also via provisional credit. With provisional credit, once deposits are made
into the smart safe, data is transmitted to the financial institution or armored
car carrier. At that point provisional credit is extended while the funds are
still physically at the retailer, allowing much quicker access to the funds.
“It's much more than a safe. It's a 24 hour on duty accountant”
VersaSafe™ - Specifications
Dimensions: 28” h x 16” w x 22” d
Weight: 385 lbs.
Security
 Heavy duty 1/2”-steel vault construction - UL291 level 1 rated
 Electronic lock with time delay access
 Relocking vault door design to prevent drill attacks
 Vault door switch alarm
 5 bolt floor anchoring
Power: Input 85-264VAC, 50/60Hz
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Cash Management Tracking and Reporting
VersaSafe™ - Tracking and Reporting
With a color display, a simple interface and speech feedback,
VersaSafe makes it easy for you to customize its functions to
ﬁt your business. It tracks and timestamps every transaction,
increasing both effectiveness and efficiency. A high-capacity
electronic journal even stores thousands of individual
transactions and user histories for easy reference.

VersaLink Software Pack:
Speech engine for audio feedback of deposited bills
Supports 10,000 individual users
Supervisor-only access to management functions
Electronic journal stores 32,000+ transactions
Run reports: By user; End-of-shift; End-of-day

Optional Features:
Monitoring package
Software customization available
API for back office integration
Locking bill acceptor cassettes
Bulk note bill acceptors
Cencon 2000 lock with audit trail
Extended warranty

Since 1996, CashTrans has specialized in the deployment of cost efficient ATMs and have provided
unparalleled processing services for independent financial institutions and small businesses. Our
program consists of a complete full-service solution with both Help Desk and On-Sight Service and
transaction processing. All equipment is serviced by Certified ATM Technicians strategically located to
offer the fastest response time possible. CashTrans is committed to maintaining its leadership and to
providing the latest technologies available in the industry today.
“We will earn your business everyday!”
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